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Abstract 

Networked devices, such as wearable devices, laptops, smart home appliances, etc., are ubiquitous nowadays. To 
secure communication among those devices, symmetric keys are widely used because of their feasibility in 
resource-constrained networked devices. The observations of sensors from independent devices have been 
adopted for symmetric key generation. The identical biometrics information or environment interference have 
been observed by sensors, and their corresponding patterns are used for key generation. Popular signals from 
networked devices are inertial measurements, sound, wireless signals, etc. The existing sensor-based key 
generation solutions use the same type of sensors for both devices. Different from the existing solutions, we are 
the first to propose a cross-sensor symmetric key generation system i2Key, where two devices collect inertial 
measurements from a motion sensor and inaudible sound from a microphone, respectively. A new coding 
framework is designed for general key generation. We also propose an efficient and accurate time synchronisation 
method for key generation. Additionally, a multi-tier key reconciliation method is suggested to improve key 
generation performance. By using the proposed architecture, the key generation rate is improved by up to 
approximately 40% compared with the situation without using it. We also perform security analysis and 
randomness analysis over the proposed method. 
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ABSTRACT

Networked devices, such as wearable devices, laptops, smart home

appliances, etc., are ubiquitous nowadays. To secure communication

among those devices, symmetric keys are widely used because of

their feasibility in resource-constrained networked devices. The ob-

servations of sensors from independent devices have been adopted

for symmetric key generation. The identical biometrics informa-

tion or environment interference have been observed by sensors,

and their corresponding patterns are used for key generation. Pop-

ular signals from networked devices are inertial measurements,

sound, wireless signals, etc. The existing sensor-based key gen-

eration solutions use the same type of sensors for both devices.

Different from the existing solutions, we are the first to propose a

cross-sensor symmetric key generation system i2Key, where two

devices collect inertial measurements from a motion sensor and

inaudible sound from a microphone, respectively. A new coding

framework is designed for general key generation. We also pro-

pose an efficient and accurate time synchronisation method for key

generation. Additionally, a multi-tier key reconciliation method is

suggested to improve key generation performance. By using the

proposed architecture, the key generation rate is improved by up

to approximately 40% compared with the situation without using

it. We also perform security analysis and randomness analysis over

the proposed method.

KEYWORDS

Key generation, cross-sensor, inertial measurement units, sound,

compressed sensing

1 INTRODUCTION

With the development of embedded systems and wireless commu-

nication techniques, the Internet of Things (IoT) and networked

devices have been ubiquitous in many application scenarios, such

as smart homes, factories, offices, farms, etc. With the ubiquitous

deployment, wireless communication techniques, e.g. WiFi, Blue-

tooth, LoRa, etc., are commonly employed to share encrypted data.

The cryptographic key agreement is, therefore, essentially required

when communicating in the łopen-airž environment. Even though

the encryption method for communication is dominated by asym-

metric key encryption (also known as public key encryption, such

∗Corresponding Author
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Figure 1: Proposed System: two devices use inertial measure-

ments and inaudible sound, respectively, for symmetric key

generation

as RSA) in personal computers, mobile phones and servers, symmet-

ric key cryptographic methods are still usually used by resource-

constrained IoT devices due to their less computational complexity

compared with public key cryptography. It has been empirically

shown that the use of symmetric keys can significantly reduce en-

ergy consumption compared with that of asymmetric keys [50],

which will be further confirmed in Section 4.9 Diffie-Hellman pro-

tocol is a common key establishment protocol over a public com-

munication channel, but the use of Diffie-Hellman protocol usually

requires additional certificate authority (CA) in practice. Otherwise,

Diffie-Hellman protocol is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle (MITM)

attack. Near field communication (NFC) is a popular authentication

method in mobile devices. However, it has a very short commu-

nication range with no more than 5 cm. Another traditional yet

common way for pairing devices is to let users manually choose

nearby devices from the scanned list. However, the involvement of

manual operation is not user friendly, and this is not feasible for

screenless devices.

Motivation: To explore the use of efficient and user friendly

device paring methods, recent literature in the research commu-

nity has focused on taking advantage of on-board sensors for sym-

metric key generation methods, such as wireless channel signals

based [46, 49, 52], audio signal [19, 37] and inertial measurements

based [18, 39, 51]. When using measurements from sensors, the

symmetric key generation relies on similar observations from two

devices. However, the key drawback of the existing systems is the

requirement and assumption of the existence of the same sensors

from independent devices. The hypothesis will bring barriers to the

large scale of application and deployment of their key generation

methods.

To generalise the key generation for the universal IoT devices,

we propose to utilise two common signals, i.e. inaudible sound and
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inertial measurement units (IMUs), respectively, from two inde-

pendent mobile devices, for a symmetric key generation method.

Audio devices (including a microphone and a speaker) and IMUs are

commonly equipped with mobile devices. Here are two motivation

scenarios:

Motivation Scenario 1: one user wears one mobile or wearable

device (e.g. a smartwatch) with an IMU and aims to pair with a

laptop equipped with a speaker and a microphone by generating

symmetric keys as shown in Figure 1.

Motivation Scenario 2: one user wears a smart band with an IMU

but without a touch screen and intends to pair it with a smart TV

with a microphone and a speaker to show step counts she has done

today.

In these motivation scenarios, not both of devices have the same

type of sensors (a microphone and speaker pair or an IMU). In

Motivation Scenario 2, the wearable band does not include a touch

screen, so the traditional password-based paring method cannot

be used. Our proposed method aims to solve these issues in these

common scenarios and make an contribution to a cross-sensor

key generation method. Specifically, to enable the cross-sensor key

generation, we obtain the movement of one wearable device using

its integrated IMU. Simultaneously, its movement is also captured

by inaudible sound from the other devices based on the Doppler

effect. A novel cross-sensor symmetric key generation method is

proposed to generate and correct symmetric keys.

To summarise, the main contributions of our papers are shown

as follows.

• To the best of our knowledge, the proposed work is the first

cross-sensor key generation solution, which enables key

generation using two different types of sensors.

• A novel time synchronisation method along with a new

coding scheme is suggested to encode two different types of

measurements (i.e. IMU measurements and inaudible sound)

and ensure the high-quality symmetric key generation.

• A two-tier key correction method is further proposed to

remove and correct ambiguous bits in generated keys and

thus improve the performance of key generation.

• Extensive experiments including evaluations by different

users and in different hardware have been conducted to

evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, which

outperforms the existing methods. The randomness of gen-

erated keys has been verified using the NIST Statistical Test

Suite. The system has also been developed in IoT devices to

evaluate its energy efficiency.

• The security analysis has been conducted to show the pro-

posed key generation mechanism is robust to common at-

tacks, such as imitating attack and eavesdropping attack.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 shows

the feasibility study and the challenges of the proposed method.

In Section 3, we show our proposed cross-sensor key generation

method in detail. Section 4 conducts extensive evaluations in real

environments to demonstrate its efficacy and robustness. Security

analysis is conducted in Section 5. Section 6 describes the related

works. Finally, we concludes the paper in Section 7.
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Figure 2: Doppler Effect: by using Doppler Effect, the inaudi-

ble sound can indicate the hand movements

2 FEASIBILITY STUDY AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we first study the feasibility of the use of inertial

measurements and inaudible sound in independent devices for

symmetric key generation and then analyse its challenges. IMUs in

mobile devices are widely used to provide acceleration and angular

acceleration measurements. Therefore, it is practicable to offer the

movement of carrying hand based on proper processing. Wearing

an IMU, this hand is supposed to move over the microphone of

another device when its speaker continuously plays inaudible sound

in one particular frequency (20 kHz in our implementation1). The

microphone is also able to detect the movement of the vicinal hand

based on the frequency shift according to the Doppler effect. Please

note the hand tracking can also be done by playing sound in an

audible frequency. The reason to choose an inaudible frequency

is to avoid ambient background noise and its interference to the

surrounding environment. Symmetric keys will be generated using

measurements from inertial measurements and received inaudible

sound frequency from two independent devices.

In the following part of this section, we conduct preliminary ex-

periments and show the feasibility of the use of inaudible sound and

inertial measurements to indicate handmovements. We first demon-

strate the feasibility of the use of inaudible sound for the detection

of hand movement. Figure 2(a) shows the frequency response with-

out any interference from surrounding movements. i2Key uses the

Doppler effect theory for processing inaudible sound, where the

moving object in the vicinity of the microphone and the speaker

can interfere with the received frequency of sound. The measured

frequency 𝑓𝑚 by the microphone is calculated by Equation 1.

𝑓𝑚 = 𝑓𝑡 ×
(𝑣𝑠 + 𝑣ℎ)

(𝑣𝑠 − 𝑣ℎ)
(1)

where 𝑓𝑡 is the actual frequency sent by the speaker, and 𝑣𝑠 and

𝑣ℎ are the speed of sound in the air and nearby moving hand,

respectively. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the frequency shift with the

hand moving down (closer i.e. 𝑣ℎ > 0) and up (farther i.e. 𝑣ℎ < 0).

The variance in the frequency response will be leveraged to indicate

the movement of the hand.

Carrying one mobile phone with an IMU, a hand moves up and

down over the microphone simultaneously. It is anticipated that its

movement can be clearly indicated by IMU measurements. Figure

3 shows the acceleration and angular acceleration measurements

from IMUwhen the handmoves up and down, which obviously indi-

cates several peaks when the hand changes the movement direction.

The gravity is reflected by the offset of acceleration measurements.

1Sound above 18 kHz is usually inaudible. 20 kHz is picked to further decrease the
potential influence from other sources.
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Figure 3: IMU measurements when the carried hand moves

up and down

With proper processing, an IMU is definitely able to indicate the

hand movement.

i2Key uses the reciprocity between IMU measurements and in-

audible sound signal. Both types of signals can indicate the motions

of a tracked hand. However, there still remain challenges:

Challenge 1: The first challenge is the performance reduction

caused by noise from low-cost IMU devices. Theoretically, the sim-

ple double integration of the acceleration and angular acceleration

measurements can directly indicate the movement of the mobile

phone. However, the measurements from low-cost IMUs integrated

into mobile devices are not sufficiently accurate, which suffers from

the non-avoidable noise from accelerometers and long-term shift

from gyroscopes. Therefore, we will consider this in our general

encoding framework, which will be introduced in Section 3.

Challenge 2: The time of the two devices is not strictly synchro-

nised. Symmetric keys are generated by similar observations. Since

the hand movement is usually very fast, time synchronisation be-

tween two sensors needs to be carefully considered. Without ac-

curate time synchronisation, shifting measurements would create

notable key mismatches when generating symmetric keys with

measurements.

Challenge 3: The curve trend of measurements from two types of

sensors cannot be exactly identical. It needs an innovative method

to encode measurements from two independent devices to ensure

the similarity of encoded measurements and the capability of gen-

erating symmetric keys in high performance.

3 METHOD

3.1 System Overview

Alice and Bob are the users of two legitimate devices which aim to

create secure communication by using generated symmetric keys.

We assume two devices in the vicinity are equipped with differ-

ent sensors, i.e. a speaker and a microphone in Alice’s device and

an IMU in Bob’s device. When Alice and Bob generate symmetric

keys, Alice plays inaudible sound in 20 kHz and uses a speaker to

capture the sound simultaneously. Wearing a device with an IMU,

Bob waives the hand up and down at a random speed. Received

inaudible sound and IMU measurements will be used to generate

symmetric keys for secure communication in each independent

device. Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the proposed system. Dur-

ing the key generation process, Bob first conducts a start gesture

to acknowledge the system that the following measurements are

used for generating symmetric keys. Additionally, the start gesture

will be used for time synchronisation. The multi-bit quantisation

Alice

Bob

Inaudible 

sound 

processing

IMU 

processing

Key 

Generation

Key 

Generation
Key 

Reconsiliation

Key 

Reconsiliation

Time Synchronisation

Multi-bit

Quantisation

Key Generation

Data Processing

Encoding

Encoding

Agreed

Symmetric

Keys

Ambiguous Bit Removal 

Tier

Key Correction Tier

Key Reconsiliation

Figure 4: System overview: i2Key includes four steps to gen-

erate symmetric keys: data processing, encoding, key gener-

ation, and key reconciliation.

will be used to generate keys in both Alice and Bob independently.

Finally, the proposed system will apply the two-tier key reconcilia-

tion method, including an ambiguous key removal tier and a key

correction tier, to increase the key matching rate. Once secure com-

munication is established, there is no need to conduct continuous

sensing for this purpose anymore.

3.2 Inaudible Audio Processing

In this section, we will describe inaudible audio processing used by

Alice for hand movement tracking and key generation. We adopt

the signal processing method in [13] that uses the Doppler effect

for the detection of the direction and speed of a moving hand.

Section 2 has shown the feasibility of the use of inaudible sound for

indicating the hand movement. In this section, we will reveal the

sound processing method2. Alice continuously plays a pilot tone in

an inaudible frequency band. We use 20 kHz in our implementation.

Bob’s moving hand in the vicinity of the speaker and microphone

will cause the Doppler effect, and the induced shifted frequency

will be reflected by the captured samples. Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) with 𝑛-point Hamming windows is applied to the captured

samples by the microphone. Without any other interference, the

number of bins neighbouring to the pilot tones (20 kHz) depends on

the speed of moving hand according to the Doppler effect shown in

Equation 1. In our implementation, we use the same setting in [13].

1024-point Hamming windows are used with 66 neighbouring bins

considered on the pilot frequency, assuming the speed of moving

hand is nomore than 6m/s. These 66 neighbouring bins are scanned,

and the bandwidth of the left side and the right side of the peak

pilot will be calculated, respectively. The bandwidth difference

𝑏𝑑 = 𝑏𝑙 − 𝑏𝑟 will be employed for further processing, where 𝑏𝑙 and

𝑏𝑟 are the bandwidth of the left side and the right side of the peak

pilot, respectively. Figure 5(b) shows 𝑏𝑑 with respect to the time

when the moving hand goes up and down. Local peaks (labelled by

red and green spots) clearly shows the time points of the hand’s

changing directions.

Since inaudible sound is used to track hand movement, the am-

bient environment noise cannot affect captured inaudible sound.

To limit the sensing range of the microphone and avoid the impact

2More details can be found in [13].
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Figure 5: IMU and soundmeasurements after data processing
of ambient movement, the volume of the speaker needs to be tuned

lower in a crowded environment.

3.3 IMU Processing

The same as the inaudible sound processing, the use of IMU aims to

indicate hand movement. In this section, we will show the details of

the usedmethod of producing the hand trajectory using 6 degrees of

freedom (DOF) IMU measurements. Without an elaborate stabilised

platform, an IMU hand tracking in mobile devices is strap-down

inertial navigation, i.e. the IMU is fastened directly to the user’s

hand, and three dimensions of accelerationmeasurements and three

dimensions of gyroscope measurements are collected and used to

indicate movement. Specifically, the following steps are used to

obtain IMU positions. First, angular rates are integrated to obtain

the attitude of IMU. Second, the attitude of IMU will be used to

estimate the rotation of the IMU to transform the acceleration

measurements (caused by both hand movement and gravity) from

the body reference frame to the global reference frame. The gravity

is then removed from the acceleration measurements in the global

reference frame and the orientation of the device is derived. Finally,

velocity and position are estimated using corrected acceleration in

the global reference frame.

3.4 General Encoding Framework for Key
Generation

Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) show movement estimates in z axis

(perpendicular to the ground plane) from an IMU and inaudible

sound, respectively, which clearly indicates that they have similar

changing trend patterns. However, they cannot be exactly matched.

The trend change of inaudible measurements is almost linear be-

tween the minimal peak and the maximum peak, while that of IMU

signals is non-linear. This means the simple offset removal and nor-

malisation cannot help these two types of measurements matched

perfectly. To match these two types of measurements for symmetric

key generation, we design a general encoding framework to make

these two types of measurements matched and consistent.

Encoding method: Even IMU and inaudible measurements cannot

matched perfectly, when looking at both types of measurements,

intervals between local peaks are identical because they are simul-

taneously affected by hand movements. It can be anticipated that

the local peaks, i.e. maximum and minimum values, should simul-

taneously happen. Therefore, we detect the local maximum and

minimum values and record their event time. Then, encoding will

be based on their event time.

Local peak detection: For both types of measurements, the local

maximal andminimal values will be encoded as 1 and 0, respectively.

Step 1: stable for 0.5s Step 2: Move  in a “W” shape Step 3: stable for 0.5s

Corresponding measurements: W shape in Red colour; Local peaks in green colour

Figure 6: łWž shapes for the start gesture and time synchro-

nisation:the hand, wearing one IMU, moves up and down,

to make the measurements in temporal domain as W shape

and, therefore, synchronise time between one pair of devices
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Figure 7: łWž shape for time synchronisation from IMUmea-

surements and sound measurements
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łWž shape based time synchronisation method

Minimal peak prominence is used to prevent noise the small unex-

pected hand motions. Furthermore, we will use linear interpolation

to encode the measurements of the immediate samples between

local peaks, while original measurements will be abandoned. Fig-

ure 8 demonstrates the encoded measurements for symmetric key

generation from Figure 5. Since the method is based on peaks of

measurements, periodic measurements with peaks are needed for

key generation.

3.5 Automatic and Accurate Time
Synchronisation

Our proposed cross-sensor symmetric key generation system relies

on the similarity of the encoded measurement at each time point.

Therefore, accurate time synchronisation is of great importance

to the cross-sensor key generation method. Network Time Pro-

tocol (NTP) [29] is a common time synchronisation protocol for

networked devices. However, the empirical experiments show the

accuracy of NTP can only achieve approximately 25ms by using an

NTP server in a local area network [43]. This means that, with the
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sampling rate of 100 Hz, there could be 2-3 measurement shift be-

tween a pair of devices using NTP, which will significantly decrease

the key matching performance. Therefore, we propose a novel time

synchronisation method based on measurement correlation. The

proposed time synchronisation method is also responsible for start

point detection based on a designed action without any package

exchange between one pair of devices.

In our designed system, we use łWž shapes for the start gesture

and the corresponding key points in łWž shapes for time synchro-

nisation. Figure 6 shows the hand movements during conducting

łWž shapes. Specifically, to detect the start point, Bob’s hand that

carries the IMU (1) keeps stable for more than half a second, (2) con-

ducts a łWž shape in the air near the microphone (3) keeps stable

again for more than half a second. The measurements from the IMU

and sound are shown in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b), respectively.

The processed measurements from both sensors can generate a

łWž shape. For one łWž shape, there should be continuous 5 local

peaks including 3 maximum local peaks and 2 minimum local peaks.

Because the first and last local maximum peaks of the łWž shape

are neighbouring to the steady measurements, they do not always

appear. Therefore, we use three peaks in the middle to match two

series of measurements.

Once łWž shapes are found in Alice and Bob, the time stamps

of corresponding key points are used for time synchronisation. As

shown in Figure 7, the time stamps of key points are represented as

𝑡𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒,1, 𝑡𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒,2, 𝑡𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒,3, 𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑏,1, 𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑏,2 and 𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑏,3, respectively. The

next step is to calculate origin time point for each device. 𝑡𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒,2
and 𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑏,2 can be the origin time points. To further improve the

time accuracy, we use the other two time stamps of key points in

Alice and Bob, respectively. The origin time points for the devices

are calculated in Equation 2.

𝑡𝑝,𝑜 =

𝑡𝑝,2 + (𝑡𝑝,1 + 𝑡𝑝,3)/2

2
, 𝑝 ∈ {𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒, 𝐵𝑜𝑏} (2)

𝑡𝑝,𝑜 is applied as the origin time point to calculate the time stamps

of measurements from both devices. Figure 7 shows examples of

origin points of Alice and Bob, and Figure 8 shows the synchro-

nised encoded measurements after using łWž shape based time

synchronisation method. The łWž shape based time synchronisa-

tion method usually takes no more than 2 seconds, so this would

not cause inconvenience for users to conduct this extra action.

3.6 Key Generation

In this section, the proposed key generation method is introduced

in detail. The multiple bit quantisation method [16] is used to gen-

erate symmetric keys to map the encoded measurements within

Alice

Bob

Validness

Initial Valid Keys

Alice’s Invalid Keys

Bob’s Invalid Keys

Removed invalid keys
Alice

Bob

Valid keys after 

Ambiguous Bit 

Removal Tier

Before Ambiguous Bit Removal Tier

After Ambiguous Bit Removal Tier

Figure 10: Example of ambiguous bit removal. Only valid bits

in both Alice and Bob will be kept.

the range between 0 and 1 to keys with binary bits. As illustrated in

Figure 9, multiple quantised levels with the represent of binary bits

are used to generate keys. The guard bands are employed between

neighbouring levels to avoid key mismatch due to noise and im-

prove the key generation rate. Specifically, we use 𝑘−1 guard bands

for 𝑘-ary multiple bits quantisation. Each guard band is inserted be-

tween a pair of neighbouring bands. The keys are generated based

on band 𝐵𝑖 where measurements are located. 𝐵𝑖 = (𝑏𝑢 , 𝑏𝑖−1 + 𝑠],

where 𝑏𝑢 is the boundary of the 𝑖th level. The length of the guard

band 𝑠 is calculated as 𝑠 =
𝛼×(𝑏𝑢−𝑏𝑢−1)

𝑚 , where 𝛼 is the ratio of the

guard band and𝑚 is the number of guard bands. The number of bits

for each measurement is gauged as 𝑛 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑚. Figure 9 shows two

examples when 𝑛 is 1 and 2, respectively. Measurements falling into

guard bands will be taken out without quantisation. A sequence

of initial symmetric keys will be generated using this multiple bit

quantisation. Now, we are ready to introduce the proposed key

reconciliation method.

3.7 Two-Tier Key Reconciliation Method

The initial raw symmetric keys generated by Alice and Bob are

usually not identical, so the reconciliation method is used to correct

mismatched keys. In this paper, we propose a novel two-tier key

reconciliation method, which includes the ambiguous bit removal

tier and the key correction tier. Here we show the details of these

two tiers.

3.7.1 Ambiguous Bit Removal Tier. The use of guard bands can

help eliminate the effect of noise when generating keys, but the

removal of measurements falling in guard bands in one device does

not necessarily mean the corresponding measurements in the other

device will not be included for coding either. In other words, the

inconsistencywill cause accumulatingmismatches for the following

generated keys. To solve this problem, we introduce an ambiguous

bit removal method tier. The purpose of this tier is to find valid

initial keys in both legitimate devices. Please note, this tier only

cares about the locations of valid keys, but it does not correct keys.

The next tier will be responsible for key correction.

Once legitimate devices exchange the location information of

valid keys using łopen-airž communication, both of them only

select the shared locations of valid keys and discard invalid keys.

One example of an ambiguous bit removal tier is shown in Figure

10. In this example, each measurement will generate 1 bit, 0 or 1.
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There are 8 measurements. Alice and Bob generate keys at locations

of {1,3,4,5,6,7} and {2,3,4,5,7,8}, respectively. The shared locations

are {3,4,5,7}. The keys generated at the shared locations are picked

for further processing in the next tier. Suppose Alice and Bob’s

initial generated keys are ł010010ž and Bob’s initial key is ł0110001ž,

respectively. The underlined bits are at common valid locations.

Afterwards, Alice and Bob will have the key ł1000ž and ł1100ž,

respectively. Onemismatched bit still exists after the first tier, which

needs further processing in the next key correction tier.

3.7.2 Key Correction Tier. Noise from both devices unavoidably

causes key mismatching even after the ambiguous bit removal tier.

The following key correction tier is used to correct the mismatched

keys for legitimate devices. The compressed sensing based key

correction method [21] is employed in this paper in order to (1)

increase privacy for the łopen-airž wireless communication and (2)

reduce the size of the exchangedmessages. The exchange of the keys

relies on wireless communication. The use of compressed sensing

for key correction will encrypt the exchanged initial keys with a

random matrix for privacy protection and transmitted message size

reduction. The sent encrypted keys can only be solvable by the use

of ℓ1 minimisation when the mismatched keys are sparse. More

details regarding compressed sensing can be found in [9]

Here, we introduce the details of the compressed sensing based

key correction method. The feasibility of the use of compressed

sensing theory for key correction is based on the fact of the sparsity

of mismatched keys and the use of ℓ1 minimisation. Suppose the

initial valid keys after the ambiguous bit removal tier fromAlice and

Bob are 𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 and 𝑘𝐵𝑜𝑏 . After the use of multiple bit quantisation

and ambiguous bit removal, the difference between 𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 and 𝑘𝐵𝑜𝑏
is small, i.e. Δ𝑘 = 𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 − 𝑘𝐵𝑜𝑏 is sparse with only few non-zeros

elements to be corrected, which is the condition in the compressed

sensing theory that ℓ1 minimisation can recover the difference Δ𝑘 .

To correct mismatched keys, one random project matrix 𝑅 with

elements in symmetric Bernoulli distribution is kept and used in

both legitimate devices, Alice and Bob. Alice applies the project

matrix 𝑅 on 𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 and obtains an encrypted message 𝑦𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 =

𝑅𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 , and 𝑦𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 is then sent to the other legitimate device Bob

using the wireless communication. Once Bob receives the message

𝑦𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 from Alice, he uses the same method to obtain 𝑦𝐵𝑜𝑏 , i.e.

𝑦𝐵𝑜𝑏 = 𝑅𝑘𝐵𝑜𝑏 and calculates Δ𝑦 = 𝑦𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 −𝑦𝐵𝑜𝑏 , so Δ𝑦 = 𝑅𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 −

𝑅𝑘𝐵𝑜𝑏 = 𝑅(𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 − 𝑘𝐵𝑜𝑏 ) = 𝑅Δ𝑘 . Δ𝑘 is sparse due to the low

percentage of the mismatched keys. Therefore, Δ𝑘 can be recovered

by ℓ1 minimisation based on compressed sensing theory according

to Equation 3.

argmin
Δ𝑘

∥Δ𝑘 ∥1 subject to ∥Δ𝑦 − 𝑅Δ𝑘 ∥2 < 𝜖. (3)

, where 𝜖 is the noise. Δ𝑘 is then used by Bob to achieve the agreed

key as Alice, i.e. 𝑘 ′
𝐵𝑜𝑏

= 𝑘𝐵𝑜𝑏 ⊕ Δ𝑘 .

The MAC is used on the final generated keys by Alice and Bob

in our implementation, to avoid Eve spoofing one legitimate device

and modifying exchanged messages. This also helps evaluate the

effectiveness of generated keys. Similar implementations have also

been used in the existing systems [50, 51, 53]. To be specific, during

the final key correction step, Alice sends her compressed message

key𝑦𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑅𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 along with MACmessage𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 , 𝑦𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 )

to Bob. Once Bob finishes the key correction using the compressed

sensing theory, he uses his generated key 𝑘 ′
𝐵𝑜𝑏

to verify if both

(1) 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑘𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 , 𝑦𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 ) and 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑘 ′
𝐵𝑜𝑏

, 𝑦𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 ) and (2) 𝑦𝐴𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 and

𝑅𝑘 ′
𝐵𝑜𝑏

are the same. If they are not both the same, it means (1)

Alice’s message is modified by an attacker; or (2) Bob is failure to

generate an identical key. In either situation, Alice and Bob will

need to first generate a new symmetric key. If the final generated

keys are not agreed again, users will be informed to cease the key

generation due to the existence of an attacker3. Furthermore, the

universal hash function is applied to the agreed keys for privacy

enhancement. Please note that the use of MAC and universal hash

function does not necessarily make the proposed method immune

to attacks. In Section 5, security analysis will be detailed to show

the effectiveness of the proposed method against common attacks.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, wewill evaluate the proposed key generationmethod.

In the following part, we will introduce experiment setup, per-

formance metrics and analyse the performance of our proposed

method. We further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed

method by using multiple users and hardware from other vendors.

Moreover, we also show the randomness of the generated keys.

4.1 Experiment Setup

A speaker and a microphone from a Macbook Pro (Alice) are used

for sending and capturing inaudible sound, and IMU from an iPhone

(Bob) is used to provide motions. Please note that any computing

devices with speakers and microphones can act as Alice and any

mobile devices with IMUs, such as smart watches or wearable bands,

can act as Bob. In Section 4.7, we will further use a smart TV and a

wearable band to test the proposed method and show its effective-

ness and generality in various hardware. In our implementation,

the sample rate of the microphone is set as 44 kHz as the standard

setting. The inaudible sound is played at 20 kHz. The bandwidth

difference is gauged in 100 Hz. The sampling rate of IMU is set

as 100 Hz as well. The volume of the MacBook Pro is set as the

medium level. The hand with the iPhone conducts the gestures

near the right-hand side of the keyboard near the microphone with

a height of approximately 10-20 cm when waving the hand. We

decrease the volume of the speaker from the highest level to limit

the sensing range and thus the possibility of being influenced. We

collect measurements by following steps in Figure 4 and keys are

generated using the proposed method.

4.2 Goals, Metrics and Methodology

The goal of our evaluation is to show the performance and ro-

bustness of our proposed methods. In this section, we will use the

following metrics to evaluate our proposed method and show the

key generation performance: (1) Key agreement rate: the per-

centage of matching keys generated by Alice and Bob. (2) Key

generation rate: the key generation speed that is measured by the

number of generated bits per second (bit/sec).
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Figure 11: The effect of bit per sample (bps): (a) key matching

rates with respect to the percentage of guard band. (b) key

generation rates with respect to the percentage of guard band
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Figure 12: Comparison with the state-of-the-arts [38] (la-

belled as one tier ABR), [21] (labelled as one tier CS) and no

reconciliation : (a) keymatching rates with respect to the per-

centage of guard band. (b) key generation rates with respect

to the percentage of guard band (with or without ambiguous

bit removal (ABR))

4.3 Impact of Bit per Sample

We demonstrate the effect of bit per sample in this section. We use

a window size of 100. The key matching rate and key generation

rate using varying bits per sample (from 1 to 5) are shown in Figure

11. When using 1 or 2 bits per sample for key generation, the key

matching rates can archive nearly 100% for different 𝛼 values. The

use of more bits per sample will increase the key generation rates.

Figure 11 shows the key generation rate decreases with the increase

of 𝛼 because more samples are within guard bands and discarded.

When using 2 bits per sample, the key matching rates are very close

to that of the use of 1 bit per sample and its key generation rate

is higher than that of 1 bit per sample. Therefore, we use 2 bits

per sample as the default parameter for the multi-bit quantisation

method. [21, 38, 44, 51] that realised IMU based or heartbeat-based

key generation use 1 bits per sample with 50-200 Hz sampling

rate. Therefore, the key generation rate (considering bit/sample ×

sampling rate) in the proposed method (2 bit/sample with 100 Hz

sampling rate) is comparable with the state-of-the-arts.

4.4 Comparison with the State-of-the-arts: the
Effect of Reconciliation Method

3Due to the good performance shown in Section 4, it is hardly possible that generated
keys are not agreed in two continuous instances without the interference of an attacker.
The number of trial could be set higher for more failure tolerance of key generation.
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Figure 13: The effect of time synchronisation: (a) key match-

ing rates with respect to the percentage of guard band. (b)

key generation rates with respect to the percentage of guard

band

In this section, we will compare our proposed two-tier reconcil-

iation method with the state-of-the-arts [21, 38]4. [38] uses am-

biguous bit removal (shown as łone-tier reconciliation ABRž in

Figure 12) and [21] uses compressed sensing reconciliation (shown

as łone-tier reconciliation CSž in Figure 12), respectively. We also

show the performance without any reconciliation. In this experi-

ment, we use the default parameters, i.e. the window size 100 and 2

bits per sample, for multi-bit quantisation. The performances when

using different reconciliation methods are demonstrated in Figure

12. It can be seen from Figure 12(a) that the key matching rates

are nearly 100% with the use of the two-tier reconciliation. The

performance with only ambiguous bit removal is close to the use of

the two-tier reconciliation with 𝛼 more than 0.2. However, without

any guard band (𝛼 = 0), the key matching rate is approximately

10% less than that using the two-tier reconciliation method. When

looking at the performance of no reconciliation and one tier with

only compressed sensing reconciliation, their key matching rates

drop significantly. Without any reconciliation, the key matching

rate is approximately 90% when 𝛼 is 0 and drops to approximately

65% when 𝛼 is 1. It cannot improve the performance by only using

compressed sensing reconciliation. This evidences that the use of

the ambiguous bit removal tier can significantly improve the key

matching rate. With the combination of the additional compressed

sensing reconciliation tier, the key matching rates will be further

increased. The advantage of our proposed method can be further

seem in Figures 14 and 165, where the key matching rates are sig-

nificantly increased up to approximately 20% and 40% compared

with only using ambiguous bit removal only and without concilia-

tion. Figure 12(b) shows the key generation rates with and without

ambiguous bit removal. It is expected that the use of ambiguous bit

removal will decrease the key generation rate. As shown in Figure

12(b), when 𝛼 is 0.5, the key generation rate drops from 100 bit/sec

to approximately 60 bit/sec.

4.5 Effect of Time Synchronisation

Figure 13 shows the key matching rates and key generation rates

for synchronised measurements using our proposed method. We

also manually shift these two signals to make them unsynchronised

4[21, 38] do not use exact same sensors as the proposed system. We use their key
generation methods with our collected measurements for fair comparison.
5Details are shown in Section 4.6 and Section 4.7
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Figure 14: Key matching rate by different users

with a shift from 10 ms to 50 ms. Figure 13(a) shows key matching

rates with the use of the proposed time synchronisation method

and the manual shifts. It can be shown that, with our proposed time

synchronisation method, the key matching rates are nearly 100%.

With 10 ms shift, the key matching rates are not affected signif-

icantly. However, the key matching rate drops by approximately

10% when the shift 20 ms. With the time shift is 30 ms and above,

the key matching rates are below 80%. As discussed in Section 3,

the empirical experiments show the accuracy of NTP can achieve

25 ms with an NTP server in the local area network. This means our

proposed method can improve the key matching rates by 10%-20%

compared with the use of the common NTP time synchronisation

method for symmetric key generation.

4.6 Effect of User Variance

In this section, four subjects (including the one who did the above

experiments) test our proposed systems to show usability and feasi-

bility. Different subjects6 have different gesture waving amplitude,

speed, heights and distances between the mobile phone and the

laptop.

Figure 14 shows the key matching rates when four subjects

use our proposed method i2Key for key generation. All the users

perform the łWž shape start detection successfully after guidance.

In previous experiments, the keymatching rate becomes 100%when

𝛼 increases to 0.2 while the use of 0.2 as 𝛼 can also maintain a

good key generation rate. 𝛼 is set as 0.2 in this experiment. The

results by Subject 1 is from the above experiment. When no key

conciliation is used, the key matching rate is 91.36%. The use of the

ambiguous bit removal increases the key matching rate to 99.89%,

and the further use of compressed sensing makes the key matching

rate 100%. When Subject 2, Subject 3 and Subject 4 use the system

without any key conciliation, they achieve lower key matching

rates, i.e. 67.18%, 75.93% and 71.28%, respectively. When applying

the ambiguous bit removal method, they can achieve 88.28%, 80.56%

and 89.45%, respectively, and they are still not as good as that by

Subject 1 with the first ambiguous bit removal tier. However, when

looking at the performance of the proposed i2Key, they all achieve

competitively nearly 100% key matching rates. The key generation

rates for these four subjects are 130.89 bit/sec, 130.66 bit/sec, 123.11

bit/sec, and 130 bit/sec, respectively. This experiment confirms that

(1) the use of our proposed i2Key can increase the key matching

rate significantly; (2) the proposed i2Key can be used by different

users, which verifies its usability and practicality.

4.7 Effect of Device Variance

6The profiles (Gender, Age) of users: User 1, Male, Age 35; User 2, Female, Age 33;
User 3, Female, Age 58; User 4, Male, Age 59.

Figure 15: (a) The configuration of a smart TV (a normal TV

connected to aRaspberry Pi). Amicrophone and a speaker are

equipped. (b) the configuration of a Raspberry Pi connected

to the TV. (c) A TI Sensortag equipped with an IMU.

To further validate the feasibility and robustness of the proposed

method, we use two additional devices, i.e. Raspberry Pi [30] with

a microphone and speaker and a TI CC2650 SensorTag [3] with

an IMU, which are from different hardware vendors (rather than

Macbook Pro and iPhone from Apple Inc.) to collect inaudible

sound and IMU measurements, respectively. We use Raspberry Pi

to set up a smart TV and use our proposed method to generate

symmetric keys between the smart TV and a wearable band made

from SensorTag with an IMU. Figure 15 shows the setup of the

smart TV, and Raspberry Pi is powered by a 5V USB power source.

One USB voltage and current meter is used between the Raspberry

Pi and the power source to measure the energy consumption. More

details about the energy consumption will be shown in Section

4.9. An HDMI cable is used to connect a TV to Raspberry Pi, so

that the speaker in the TV can be used in our system. A Logitech

camera [1] is connected to Raspberry Pi through a USB cable with its

integrated microphone. The CC2650 SensorTag is a low power IoT

device with an IMU.We use Contiki OS [10] to program a SensorTag

to let it have 128 Hz sensing frequency, and then downsample the

measurements from the SensorTag to 100 Hz7.

Because we have two devices for sensing inaudible sound (i.e.

a Macbook Pro and a smart TV) and two devices for collecting

IMU measurements (i.e. an iPhone and a Sensortag), we show the

performance in four combinations as shown in Table 1. In this

experiment, we also use 𝛼 0.2 as the previous experiments. The

results of Experiment 1 are again from the previous experiment

with the Macbook Pro and iPhone, which achieves 91.36%, 99.89%

and 100% key matching rates without any reconciliation, with the

first tier andwith two tiers in our proposed i2Key.When using other

combinations in Experiments 2, 3, and 4 without key reconciliation,

the key matching rates are much lower, i.e. 64.84%, 65.62%, and

78.90%, respectively. This is because (1) the IMU in Sensortag lacks

calibration compared with iPhone with a required calibration phase

in many applications; (2) the distance between the microphone and

speaker of the smart TV is farther than those in Macbook Pro. These

two facts bring more noise and interference to the system, which

results in the performance decrease without any key reconciliation.

The use of the first ambiguous bit removal tier increases their key

matching rates to 84.37%, 82.02%, and 85.93%, respectively. The

performances are enhanced significantly by using our proposed

system when the key matching rates can all achieve 100%, and their

corresponding key generation rates for these four experiments are

all more than 130.89 bit/sec. This experiment again confirms that

7The tick interrupt is used in the implementation using Contiki OS, so the sensing
frequency cannot be set to 100 Hz directly
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Table 1: Experiment Setup Using Different Devices

Inaudible Sensing IMU

Exp 1 Macbook Pro iPhone

Exp 2 Macbook Pro SensorTag

Exp 3 Smart TV iPhone

Exp 4 Smart TV SensorTag
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Figure 16: Key matching rate in different experiment setups

(1) the significant performance enhancement thanks to the use of

our proposed i2Key; (2) its feasibility to use that to any hardware

from other vendors; and (3) its capacity for large scale deployments.

4.8 Randomness of Keys

In this section, we test the randomness of the generated 256-bit

keys. NIST Statistical Test Suite [34] is used to test the randomness.

NIST returns p-values as results for randomness indications, where

p-values above 0.01 demonstrate sufficient randomness of tested

keys. p-values and entropy are shown in Table 2, which shows keys

generated from our proposed methods are highly random.

Table 2: Results of NIST test and entropy.

NIST TEST p-value

Monobit test 0.237

Frequency within block test 0.384

Runs test 0.119

Longest run ones in a block test 0.213

DFT test 0.916

Non overlapping template matching test 0.999

Serial test 0.181

Approximate entropy test 0.182

Cumulative sums test 0.143

Random excursion test 0.514

Random excursion variant test 0.308

Entropy 0.790

4.9 System Implementation

To show the feasibility of i2Key in IoT devices and compare its

energy consumption with existing solutions, we implement and

test one prototype of i2Key on one Raspberry Pi 3B+ used in Section

4.7 as a smart TV box (shown in Figure 16).

Raspberry Pi 3B+ is equipped with a 1.4GHz CPU, and we use

Debian Linux based Raspberry Pi OS. The prototype was imple-

mented in Python. ℓ1 Homotopy [6] is employed as its efficiency in

embedded systems [43]. The generated key length is 256 bits.

Table 3: Processing Time and Energy Consumption

i2Key RSA

Processing Time (ms) 811 92,161

Energy Consumption (mJ) Key Generation 202 23,040

Energy Consumption (mJ) with Sensor 4568 -

In this section, we use the popular public key cryptography

method RSA as the benchmark to compare with our proposed

method. We use RSA to generate one 256 bit key, the same length

as the proposed method. The key generation of RSA is also im-

plemented in Python using RSA library8 for fair comparison. We

calculate the processing time and energy consumption for both

i2Key and RSA in Python. Figure 16 shows the setup of the imple-

mented system. We execute both methods 100 times and calculate

the average processing time. The current is measured by a USB

voltage and current power meter connected between the power

source and Raspberry Pi (as shown in Figure 16(b)). Ohm’s law is

then used to calculate the energy consumption. Table 3 shows the

results of processing time and energy consumption of the proposed

i2Key and RSA. i2Key needs 811 ms to generate a 256 bit symmetric

key, while RSA needs 92,161 ms to generate the same length of the

key. It can be seen that the proposed key generation method i2Key

in the key generation stage costs only no more than 1/100 process-

ing time and energy compared with the popular RSA. According to

the measured processing time for each step, in our method, most

of time is consumed by the necessary encoding method for cross-

sensor measurements (i.e. peak detection and interpolation), while

the use of two tiers can cost no more than 1/50 processing time.

In other words, we use approximate 50 ms out of 811 ms for two

tier reconciliation compared with the state-of-the-art with only

ambiguous bit removal or only compressed sensing based method,

but enhance the key matching rates significantly.

Sensors also cost energy. The power consumption of an IMU

chip MPU9250 (used in Sensortag) is 0.013 W [2], and the power

consumption of a microphone is no more than 0.05 W [43]. The

power consumption of a speaker varies, and the miniature speaker

can cost as low as 2 W [4]. High specification speakers cost more

energy but they are usually powered by a separate independent

power source (such as a power cable). The key generation rate is

no less than 120 bit/sec using 2 bit per sample and 𝛼 0.2 in our

experiments, which takes no more than 2.13 seconds (256 bit / (120

bit/sec)) to collect measurements to generate 256 bits. Therefore,

When considering the power of used sensors, the energy cost from

IMU is 10.65 mJ and that from a pair of a microphone and a speaker

is 4366 mJ. Therefore, the total energy consumption is no more than

4568 mJ (4366 mJ + 202 mJ). It means that the proposed method

still costs no more than 1/3 of energy compared with RSA with

the consideration of the sensor energy cost. Please note in many

situations used sensors is on even when the proposed method is not

used, so there is no additional energy cost in that situation. This

also confirms that symmetric keys are more suitable for IoT devices

due to the limited energy and processing power in IoT devices.

8https://pypi.org/project/rsa/
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5 SECURITY ANALYSIS

Eavesdropping and imitating are common attack models, which

are illustrated in Figure 17. Eve has an adversary IoT device (either

equipped with a speaker and microphone pair or an IMU) that has

a good knowledge of the technical and implementation details of

the used key generation mechanism used by legal devices Alice and

Bob. In this paper, we consider four common attacks.

Imitating attack (Attack 1 and Attack 2): When Bob waves his

hand to interfere with inaudible sound played by Alice and generate

symmetric keys, Eve observes Bob’s hand movements and its rela-

tive location to Alice’s speaker and microphone. After Bob finishes

his movements, Eva wears an IMU on one wrist and tries to imitate

Bob’s movement over her own device with a speaker (Attack 1)

and microphone (Attack 2). Keys will be generated from Eve’s IMU

measurements and/or inaudible sound. When conducting Imitat-

ing Attack 1 and Imitating Attack 2, Eve can receive exchanged

messages between Alice or Bob for time synchronisation and recon-

ciliation as we assume that the attacker Eve has the full knowledge

of the communication and reconciliation mechanism of the legal

devices.

Eavesdropping attack (Attack 3): Intending to have the same

symmetric key as Alice and Bob, Eve eavesdrops on messages trans-

mitted in wireless communication between Alice and Bob and tries

to use the known key generation mechanism to recover their gen-

erated keys. When conducting this attack, Eve knows the random

metric used by Alice and Bob for compressed sensing. When con-

ducting Attack 3, the initial keys from the attacker are all the same

( all 0’s or all 1’s). Conducting Attack 1, Attack 2 and Attack 3, the

attacker could be in the vicinity to observe.

Eavesdropping attack on measurements (Attack 4): Eve uses

a camera to record Alice’s movements and analyse the recorded

video to obtain accurate measurements. To avoid her exposure, Eve

stays in a distant spot beyond Alice and Bob’s communication range

when recording Alice’s movement. Because sensor measurements

are not sent in wireless communication, one way for eavesdropping

attack to sensor measurements is to use one camera and sophisti-

cated computer vision method to recover the movements. Because

the recovery of the movements using a computer vision method is

out of the scope of this paper, we assume the attacker can obtain

the perfect IMU measurements as IMUs from Bob9 and would use

that to generate keys. The use of a camera by an attacker nearby

is noticeable and impractical. Like when using the password, the

legal user can always cover conducted gestures when paring de-

vices in a crowded area. Therefore, we assume the attacker has

to use the camera in a distant spot, which makes it beyond the

wireless communication range of legal devices10. In other words,

when conducting Attack 4, the attacker, Eve, cannot conduct any

reconciliation with Alice. Once Eve finishes generating keys using

Attack 4, she can bring one device with her to try to decrypt mes-

sages in the vicinity of Alice and Bob. Please note that we do not

consider the situation that both measurements are eavesdropped

and Eva is within the communication range of legal devices where

Eve can receive exchanged messages for reconciliation as a legal

9It is more complicated to generate the inaudible measurements because it needs to
consider the relevant distance among the hand, the microphone, and the speaker.
10The legal device can limit the wireless communication range by limiting the trans-
mission power.

device and discover the key. One user in a crowded environment is

suggested to cover their hands’ movements using the other hand

when initiating a new connection with the other devices to avoid

attackers obtaining keys, like a similar and common precautionary

method of inputting passwords.

The eavesdropping attacks can be seen as passive Man-In-the-

Middle attack. To avoid the awareness of Alice and Bob, Eve does not

interrupt the key generation process or intend to conduct Denial-

of-Service (DoS) attack. This assumption has also been utilised in

recent literature [20, 44, 46, 51].

Figure 18 shows key matching rates and key generation rates un-

der these attacks. Compared with nearly 100% key matching rates

with legal devices, key matching rates of Eve’s can only achieve ap-

proximately 65% when conducting Attack 1, Attack 2 and Attack 3.

When conducting Attack 1 and Attack 2, this is not easy to strictly

mimick the other users’ gestures, which generates non-identical

measurements. When conducting Attack 3, too many bits (approx-

imately 50%) are different from that generated the legal devices.

Since the bit difference between the attackers and the legal devices

are not sparse, the system cannot recover legal key correctly using

compressed sensing theory. When Eve conducts Attack 4, once

Eve eavesdrops on the sensor measurements using a camera along

with a sophisticated method, Eve tries to generate keys using the

measurements but without any reconciliation since she is beyond

the wireless communicating range. with 𝛼 is 0, the no ambiguous

bit will be removed from Alice, so the similarity of measurements

from Alice and Eve will make the key matching rate approximately

85%. However, with the increase of 𝛼 , the attacker cannot generate

matched keys as she does not know the valid bits from inaudi-

ble sound due to the lack of reconciliation. When looking at the

key generation rates in Figure 18(b), the key generation rate of

Attack 4 is higher than others. However, it still cannot achieve the

competitive key generation rate.

Figure 19 shows the false reject rate of the proposed method and

the false accept rates from all kinds of attacks. Using our proposed

system, the false accept rates from all kinds of attacks are all 0.

This means that our proposed method can effectively reject the

common attacks. Different from [38] with the use of a threshold

70% of match successful rate to decide the key effectiveness, when

using our proposed, only two keys are totally matched, Alice and

Bob can use that key. Even with this more strict condition, the

false reject rate is usually less than 5%. Although the attacker can

achieve approximately 65%~80% key matching rate, the probabil-

ity of generating a same 256-bit key is as low as 0.65256~0.8256

(1.28𝑒−48~1.55𝑒−25). The 0 false accept rates in Figure 19 confirm

the fact. We can realise this thanks to the high key matching rate

compared with the state-of-the-arts, which makes our system more

resilience to adversaries. This further confirms that the proposed

i2Key is robust to the common imitating and eavesdropping attacks.

6 RELATED WORKS

By taking advantage of the ambient or active interference from

the surrounding environment, symmetric key generation methods

have been used for IoT Device-to-Device communication. In this

section, we show the details of these methods.
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Figure 18: Attacks Analysis: (a) key matching rates with re-

spect to the percentage of guard band. (b) key generation

rates with respect to the percentage of guard band
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Figure 19: The false reject rates of the proposed method and

the false accept rate from all kinds of attacks (they are all 0)

using different 𝛼

Similar observations can be collected by devices in the vicinity,

which is employed to produce symmetric keys. In the literature,

there are several types of used measurements for symmetric key

generation, such as radio signal [25, 42, 46, 55], audio [36] and sur-

rounding context [28]. Specifically, [42] uses a public cryptographic

key exchanging method, named Diffie-Hellman protocol, on sur-

rounding radio observations to verify the physical proximity and

pair devices for communications. The use of the Diffie-Hellman

protocol is removed in [25, 55], which suffered from reduced key

generation rate, though. [28] considered surrounding context for

key generation, but it needed a relatively long duration for the

collection of the required information.

The acoustic signal has already been utilised for device authenti-

cation and key generation [7, 14, 19, 24, 36, 37, 47]. In [24], signal

propagation of inaudible sound has been analysed and audio chan-

nel taps were used to generate keys. The reciprocity from sound

pressure level is used for the key generation as well in [7]. Han et al.

[14] used heterogeneous IoT devices, including microphones, in a

house based on different sensory data for authentication. Recently,

acoustic signal is also employed to attack IoT devices [8, 33, 41, 54].

Additionally, acoustic signals have been used for key generation

for mobile devices [7, 14, 19, 24, 36, 37, 47, 50]. Different from their

solutions, additional to pairing different devices, we directly use

cross-sensors for symmetric key generation.

An IMU, as a common sensor in mobile and wearable devices, is

also a popular choice to generate keys. The simultaneous motions

detected by different wearable IMUs are studied for this aim. [15, 27]

secured the IMU measurements for authentication. IMUs were also

used for continuous key generation for body wearable devices and

device paring [35, 38, 40, 51].

Due to the ubiquity of the wireless radio equipped in the IoT

devices, the wireless radio information has been taken advantage

of for symmetric key generation. The popular solutions include

ZigBee based [16, 23], WiFi based [22, 26, 45, 46], and 5G based [17].

Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) is popular characteris-

tics for the key generation with a fallback of low key generation.

Channel State Information (CSI) from Physical layer based method

[46] increased the key generation rate due to its higher resolution

compared with RSSI. Other new sensors are also used for the same

purpose, such as electromyogram sensors [52] and electrode sensors

[31], and heartbeat sensors [21, 32, 48]. FastZIP [12] has designed a

fast device paring mechanism, while our proposed method focuses

on the cross-sensor key generation.

[5] designed a motion based time synchronisation method be-

tween a camera and an IMU using a particle filter. [11] mimicked

GPS clocks for the time synchronisation between Lidar and an

IMU. Different from their method, our proposed system proposes a

simple yet effective łWž based time synchronisation method.

7 CONCLUSION

We are the first to perform a study on the feasibility of the use

of cross-sensors for key generation mechanism i2Key. Signal pro-

cessing methods have been applied on both IMU measurements

and inaudible sound measurements to enable this cross-sensor key

generation. A novel time synchronisation method and compressed

sensing based key reconciliation method have been investigated

in the paper. Extensive evaluations have been conducted to show

the efficacy of the proposed method i2Key with high key matching

rates. Furthermore, we verify the randomness of generated keys

from the proposed method and perform security analysis to show

the robustness of the proposed method i2Key.
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